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I honestly declare that I am not in any allied relatioship with the author of this Master´s Thesis. 

University of Economics, Prague, Department of International Business

The thesis deals with an interesting a current topic. The structure is logical and the text is easy to read. The theoretical part 

is very nice and the literature review almost perfect. I would just suggest that in this part the author should have 

concentrated more on brand extension and less on general branding theories. The practical part delivers interesting results 

even though it is based solely on analysis of secondary sources. I believe that in this part the author could have gone more 

into detail and then could have derived more interesting conclusions. Now I feel that the conclusions are somehow obvious. 

There are some spelling mistakes and also some formal problems (such as quotations in the theoretical part where the 

author quoted someone but as a source he indikated someone else). For the defense I suggest following questions: 1. In 

your thesis you did not elaborate on the reasons why the cooperation of Starbucks with Unilever was not successful. 

Please, explain what were the reasons behind. 2. You suggested that Starbucks should have developed its own know how in 

the ice- cream market in the first successful stage, so that it could have continued further. But what would be the 

motivation of the partners to join such business if, at the end, their know- how would be stolen?

 E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  M A S T E R S´ T H E S I S

to investigate in detail the brand extension case of Starbucks Company and to reveal its main advantages and drawbacks


